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S3 Text: PPF Processing of Noisy Spiking Activity

Given that the observations of the PPF are the 0 and 1 time-series and hence noisy, it is interesting to comment on how PPF takes this stochastic noise into account. PPF is a recursive Bayesian estimator. As with any recursive Bayesian estimator, PPF consists of two probabilistic models: a prior model on the kinematic states ((13) in the main text with $L_a = 0$ after assistance stops) that describes their evolution, and an observation model in (4) in the main text that relates the spiking activity to these kinematic states. At each step of the algorithm, the spike event that is observed (whether 0 or 1) is not the sole determinant of the next kinematic estimate; what determine the next kinematic estimate are the previous kinematic estimate, the prior model, and the spike event. Given a kinematic estimate at time $t$, the prior model gives us a prediction of the kinematic estimate at time $t + 1$. Then the spike event (0 or 1) makes only a correction to this prediction. Hence the prediction step smooths the trajectory. See Materials and Methods for a complete discussion of the PPF recursions in (9)–(12) and (14)–(17) in the main text and how they optimally combine the prior and observation models.